
Rigidity of Frameworks and Applications, 12th-15th July
Abstracts of the Talks

Ciprian Borcea
Minimally rigid periodic graphs
We prove a rigidity theorem of Maxwell-Laman type for periodic

frameworks in arbitrary dimension.

Bob Connelly
t.b.a.

Martin Dove
Rigidity and physical crystallography

Simon Guest
Observations on symmetry-breaking flexes of a kagome lattice
A kagome lattice is highly symmetric. Because of this symmetry, the

rigidity/equilibrium matrix for the lattice is highly rank deficient, and
many infinitesimal flexes/mechanisms are possible. A natural ques-
tion is, when do these infinitesimal results extend to finite mecha-
nisms/flexes, i.e., how many actual deformation paths lead away from
the high symmetry initial configuration. A set of numerical results will
be presented that explore answers to this question; but the results seem
confusing, at least to the speaker.

Bill Jackson
Characterising global rigidity in 2-dimensional generic direction-length

frameworks.
I will discuss some possible approaches to solving the open problem

of characterising when a 2-dimensional direction-length framework is
globally rigid.

Tibor Jordan
Connectivity and rigidity

Peter Keevash
Direction-Length Frameworks
It is an intriguing open problem to give a combinatorial characteri-

sation or polynomial algorithm for determining when a graph is glob-
ally rigid in d dimensions. This means that any generic realisation
is uniquely determined up to congruence when each edge represents a
fixed length constraint. Hendrickson gave two natural necessary con-
ditions, one involving connectivity and the other redundant rigidity.
Our main result is an analogue of the redundant rigidity condition for
frameworks that have both direction and length constraints. For any
generic globally rigid direction-length framework in d dimensions with
at least 2 length edges, we show that deleting any length edge results
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in a rigid framework. It seems harder to obtain a corresponding result
when a direction edge is deleted: we can do this in two dimensions,
under an additional hypothesis that we believe to be unnecessary. A
major part of the argument with independent interest is a characteri-
sation of when a direction-length framework is bounded. We also use
arguments from differential topology and the Tarski-Seidenberg theo-
rem on semi-algebraic sets. This is joint work with Bill Jackson.

Tony Nixon
Introductory talk: Bar-joint frameworks and matroids
(Registration handout)

Tony Nixon
Second Talk: Bar-joint frameworks on surfaces
I shall discuss some aspects of a joint project with Stephen Power

and John Owen concerning bar-joint frameworks whose vertices are
constrained to a smooth (not necessarily connected) surface in R3 and
whose bars have direct (3d Euclidiean) length (rather than geodesic
length).

In particular I shall discuss an analogue of Laman’s theorem in which
the plane is replaced by a circular cylinder, concentrating on the suffi-
ciency direction:

Let M be a circular cylinder in R3. Let G = (V, E) be a finite simple
connected graph which is maximally independent of type 2 in the sense
that 2|V |−|E| = 2 and 2|V ′|−|E ′| ≥ 2 for all subgraphs G′ = (V ′, E ′).
Then there is a bar-joint framework (G, p) with p = (p1, . . . , p|V |) and
pk ∈ M for each k which, as an M-constrained framework, is generic
and isostatic (minimally infinitesimally rigid).

John Owen
Independence conditions for point-line-position frameworks
We consider constraint equations where the geometry variables are

points and lines. The lines have specified directions which is equivalent
to assuming they are connected by a complete spanning tree of angu-
lar constraints in the constraint equations. The remaining constraint
equations specify the distance between pairs of points or between a
pair of points and lines. We determine the necessary and sufficient
counting conditions for the rigidity matrix for the constraint equations
to be independent (i.e. to have linearly independent rows) when the
line directions are generic and when the distances are either generic or
represent pointline coincidence.

Stephen Power
Introductory Talk: Frameworks and Operator Theory
In what ways can an infinite bar-joint framework (G, p) be infinites-

imally flexible ?
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I intend to indicate how constructs and concepts from functional
analysis and operator theory can play a useful role. In particular, in-
finitesimal flexing with decay can be modeled by Rigidity Operators.
For translationally periodic (”crystal”) frameworks square-summable
decay leads naturally to the association of a matrix-valued function on
the 2-torus (for 2d frameworks). Borrowing Toeplitz operator termi-
nology we call this matrix of polynomials, the symbol function of (G, p)
for the given periodicity.

Stephen Power
Second Talk: Infinite bar-joint frameworks, crystals and operator

theory
I intend to talk around two themes:
(i) some ideas and examples concerning the deformation of (not nec-

essarily periodic ) infinite bar-joint frameworks. In particular the pos-
sibilities of indeformability due to ”vanishing flexibility”.

(ii) some applications of the symbol function perspective for periodic
frameworks. How the symbol function reflects the presence of Rigid
Unit Modes and approximate flexes.

Elissa Ross
The rigidity of graphs on a flexible torus
Taking motivation from the study of the molecular structure of zeo-

lites, we consider the rigidity properties of infinite periodic frameworks.
We can think of such a framework in n dimensions as a multigraph em-
bedded on an n-dimensional torus, where the torus may be of fixed or
variable dimensions. We use the language of gain graphs to describe
this embedding, and we aim to characterize the generic infinitesimal
rigidity of infinite periodic frameworks by the properties of the underly-
ing (finite) gain graph. This talk will outline new results characterizing
the rigidity of graphs on the flexible torus, which builds on earlier work
about the rigidity of such graphs on the torus with fixed dimensions.

Bernd Schulze
Detecting mechanisms in symmetric structures via orbit counts
Abstract from the ArXiv paper ”The orbit rigidity matrix of a sym-

metric framework” (with Whiteley):
A number of recent papers have studied when symmetry causes

frameworks on a graph to become infinitesimally flexible, or stressed,
and when it has no impact. A number of other recent papers have
studied special classes of frameworks on generically rigid graphs which
are finite mechanisms. Here we introduce a new tool, the orbit matrix,
which connects these two areas and provides a matrix representation
for fully symmetric infinitesimal flexes, and fully symmetric stresses
of symmetric frameworks. The orbit matrix is a true analog of the
standard rigidity matrix for general frameworks, and its analysis gives
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important insights into questions about the flexibility and rigidity of
classes of symmetric frameworks, in all dimensions.

With this narrower focus on fully symmetric infinitesimal motions,
comes the power to predict symmetry-preserving finite mechanisms -
giving a simplified analysis which covers a wide range of the known
mechanisms, and generalizes the classes of known mechanisms. This
initial exploration of the properties of the orbit matrix also opens up a
number of new questions and possible extensions of the previous results,
including transfer of symmetry based results from Euclidean space to
spherical, hyperbolic, and some other metrics with shared symmetry
groups and underlying projective geometry.

Meera Sitharam
EASAL: Efficient atlas generation, searching and sampling of assem-

bly landscapes
(Uses new theory of convex Cayley parametrizations by Sitharam

and Gao to get a tight cover of assembly configuration spaces by a
union of convex charts, which we call the atlas.)

Shin-ichi Tanigawa
Infinitesimal rigidity of panel-hinge frameworks
(N.B. arXiv:0902.0236, A Proof of the Molecular Conjecture, by

Naoki Katoh and Shin-ichi Tanigawa.)

Mike Thorpe
Flexibility, Materials and Biological Function
Many interesting phenomena occur in material structures that are

poised between rigid and flexible. In this review, we show how rigidity
theory can be used to analyze networks of constraints in both non-
biological and biological materials of interest. These results can be
used as input to geometrical simulation, where the various rigid parts
of a system are moved, while maintaining all the constraints; both
equalities and inequalities (due to the finite sizes of atoms that cannot
inter-penetrate). We focus on some unsolved issues that have come up
during applications. This approach is applied to zeolites, and proteins
where flexibility is often associated with function. We describe recent
work on pulling proteins apart and on the flexibility of DNA.

Adam Watson
Urchin graphs
The difficult problem of understanding the behaviour of ‘degenerate’

(non-generic) bar-and-joint frameworks is of interest for several applica-
tions, from CAD, to biology, and has implications for significant generic
problems such as X-replacement. One of the most elementary forms of
degeneracy involves ‘flat’ parts of frameworks, which introduce addi-
tional combinatorial complications. This has substantial consequences
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for more severe types of degeneracy such as symmetry. We will intro-
duce an important class of graphs called ‘urchins’. A more coherent
picture begins to emerge when we extend our considerations to include
dimensions higher than 3. The usefulness of computers in this regard
will also be discussed.

Walter Whiteley,
Monday talk: Body-bar frameworks,
Because the theory of bar and joint frameworks in 3-space (and

higher dimensions) has basic unsolved combinatorial and algorithmic
problems, there is wide interest in the special class of frameworks called
body-bar frameworks which does have a full effective combinatorial the-
ory. Further interest in body-bar frameworks flows from the extensions
to body-hinge frameworks (with a shared theory) and the recent exten-
sion to molecular frameworks, with their wide application to modeling
macro-molecules and other applications. We present some basic theory
of body-bar frameworks through some core proofs which give insight
into the results and algorithms and to the extensions to body-hinge
frameworks. Some recent conjectures will also be described.

Walter Whiteley,
Tuesday talk: Transferring Rigidity: Coning, Flat Metrics, and Per-

spectives on Transfers
First order rigidity of a framework G(p) is known to be unchanged

as we switch metrics from Euclidean n-space to Spherical n-space or
Hyperbolic n-space, provided we use the same projective points for
the configuration p. We examine the geometric transfer principles for
these metrics, and the additional Minkowskian metrics as well as some
further connections with other forms of rigidity and flexibility.

We first consider coning as an operation which takes a framework
in n-space to a larger framework in (n+1) space, with the same first
rigidity properties. Careful analysis of the process also gives transfer
to the n-sphere, transfer of finite flexibility under certain symmetry
assumptions, and generic transfer of global rigidity.

We then present simple transfers to other flat metrics such as
Minkowskian Space, in which the signature of the metric changes.
Combined with coning, these transfers also take Euclidean first-order
rigidity through the Minkowskian metric to the Minkowskian spheres
also called Hyperbolic Space and de Sitter Space.

Underneath all these transfers is a single shared projective theory
which is expressed in a full range of non-singular Cayley-Klein Met-
rics. We consider some further perspectives and extensions which flow
from this web of interconnections. We include some related unsolved
problems and conjectures.
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Franz Wegner
Rigid Unit Modes in Tetrahedral Crystals
The ‘rigid unit mode’ (RUM) model requires unit blocks, in our

case tetrahedra of SiO4 groups, to be rigid within first order of the
displacements of the O-ions. The wave-vectors of the lattice vibrations,
which obey this rigidity, are determined analytically. Lattices with
inversion symmetry yield generically surfaces of RUMs in reciprocal
space, whereas lattices without this symmetry yield generically lines of
RUMs. Only in exceptional cases as in beta;-quartz a surface of RUMs
appears, if inversion symmetry is lacking. The occurence of planes
and bending surfaces, straight and bent lines is discussed. Results of
explicit calculations are shown for four polymorphs of SiO2 crystals.

Reference: J. Phys. C 19 (2007) 406218, condmat/0703486.

Nicholas Young
Some interactions between operator theory and control engineering
I will describe some episodes in which the theory of operators and

engineers’ results on robust stabilization have influenced each other
over the past three decades. Topics will include interpolation problems
for analytic functions, structured uncertainty, multioperators, multi-
dimensional systems and linear matrix inequalities.


